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About 2.30pm on 15/06/2016 DSC CLANCY contacted Dr BRUCE from FASS in relation to 

exhibits for SF SKARRATT. There have been a number of exhibits which were initially 

examined at the beginning of this investigation in 1995 and again in March this year. DSC 

CLANCY mentioned that not al l results were on EFIMS and could it be possible for Dr 

BRUCE to confirm these exhibits have been examined. Further to this, DSC CLANCY 

explained she had a meeting with D/Sgt SCHIBECI earlier that day and a few exhibits were 

identified as being worthwhile to be examined by FASS. Dr BRUCE stated he would receive 

these exhibits and test them appropriately. DSC CLANCY stated she would send an email 

in relation to their conversation, which she did on 16/06/2016. 

The email read: 

Good morning David, 

Thanks for taking the time and speaking with me yesterday afternoon. 

As discussed I am assuming all of these exhibits have been examined but there is no result 

on EFIMS. Could you please confirm that they have been examined and the result was 

negative: 

* X0000643766 (hair sample collected from sheet on main bed, nth side of bed) 

* X0000643767 (hairs from BRENNAN's left hand) 

XF000751890 (1 x hair collected from black leather strap) 

* X0000643777 (2 x microscopic smears) 

* XF000751881 (blood swab (1) ) 

* XF000751882 (blood swab (2) ) 

* XF000751909 (hairs) 

* XF000751907 (tapelift interior of sock) 

XF000751908 (tapelift exterior sock) 

XF000751894 (tapelift of sponge) 

XF000751895 (4 hairs from sponge) 

* X0000643802 (white underwear) 

* X0000742791 (YSL underpants) 

There are only 4 further exhibits I am requesting to be examined and will bring to them to 

you at FASS. 

* X0000643779 - (hairs) 

* X0000643781 - (rectal & oropharangeal swabs) 

* X0000643806 - plastic knife that will be swabbed by D/Sgt SCHIBECI & then conveyed to 

FASS for your examination. 

* X0000643799 orange towel that will be swabbed by D/Sgt SCHIBECI & then conveyed to 

FASS for your examination. 

Again thank you for your time & will be in touch soon. 

Kind regards, 

Rowena 
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